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Sherry Chayat; you have been properly and
righteously exposed... you have actually quite
completely
exposed
yourself!
Feigned
indignation over being "outed" as you yourself
have done to so many others in the service of
Eido Shimano does not wash now. That you now
are indignant that your words were published
without your permission is irrelevant in view of
the magnitude of the importance of what you
have said and now try to suppress!
We know who you are Roko, we knowhow you
have lied, cheated, deceived, abandoned and
thrown others under the bus in furtherance of
your personal infatuation with Eido Shimano for
decades. Roko, you want so badly to legitimize
yourself as a titled heir, standing on someone
else's shoulders rather than your own two feet
that you have completely lost sight of the nature
of truth itself.
The obsequious front that you pull out and prop
up for the rubes to gush over is tired, frayed
around the edges and worn out. You wonder
why people are not flocking to you for
dokusan ... it's simple really, you are uninspired,
dull, and childish, and are only capable of
roleplaying. What you pin on your sleeve as
"caring" and "Oh so willing to listen" is anything
but genuine ... it will fool the foolish for a short
time. But soon becomes painfully disingenuous
and embarrassingly transparent when you
ignore those you have fooled as unworthy of
your august attention.
You are rapidly running out of options Roko,
those of us who have known you for who you
really are all these years see through your
roleplaying and sense the deep-seated
unfulfilled-ness that resides within you as a
woman. You have not blossomed like Maurine
Stuart did at all; instead you have turned into a
hideous, completely selfish and manipulative
scarecrow in the service of evil.
Everything that Jeff Shore told you is true ... it is
likely the most truth you have encountered in a
long, long, time. It is far beyond the lies and
self-aggrandizing garbage that Shimano spewed
forth and that you faithfully lapped up as his
obedient little slave. What Jeff told you is
pointing to liberation .... What Shimano told
you, and now your "invested" friends are telling
you, points to but systemic enslavement.

Do you really think that brutish people like
Nonin Chowaney, or fools like Denko
Mortensen are concerned with your, or anybody
else's liberation? Really?
Those who masquerade as "teachers," "fully
transmitted Dharma heirs" and the like; are but
fraudulent buffoons gesturing wildly on stage ...
Look at me! Listen to me! Do what I say! Such
people strut around with robes and titles and
ensembles of peerage but are, in their
ignorance, only concerned with ego building,
playing card house construction, gammg
personal recognition and establishing direct
control over others.
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Is this really what you want to be known for
Roko? Do you want to be remembered as Eido
Shimano's prime enabler who lied on his behalf
to the very end because she was too proud to
simplify her life and quietly walk away from the
freak show? Do you want to be remembered as
the one who was so blind as to not be able to see
the path in front of her own two feet?
The words you have so cavalierly thrown at us
victims are but poison venom for our wounds. "I
am beyond saddened by your devastating
account, which is so courageous and clear, so
profound in its insights." We don't care how
''beyond saddened" you say you are Roko; to us
it's only more obsequious, but ultimately
meaningless rhetoric.
"Be assured that I will read it aloud this
weekend, although I can't promise to read it
without sobbing; that I am listening acutely to
what you say, and that my heart is pierced by it."
Roko, we don't care if you sob or not, we know
you well enough to see your crocodile tears for
public consumption and could care less how you
say your heart is "pierced." We don't care how
many times you say, "I hear you." Or how many
times you cajole others into to shouting out ''We
hear you!" on your command. Because we know
full well that you don't care and have never
cared for our welfare. We know that you were
fully cognizant of Eido Shimano's predations
and for years sent women students from
Syracuse to DBZ.
''You are right, the complex and difficult loyalties
have not allowed a clean and strong separation.
I hear you."

"The complex and difficult loyalties" Roko?
What planet are you living on? Women and
children were raped... everyone was lied to,
people were defrauded, good, honest
hardworking, well-intentioned Zen students
were discarded on a whim. You supported all
this, you still support this as you sit and hem 'n
haw about your status in "the lineage." Where
are your sobs now Roko? Tell us again how your
heart is "pierced", as you go looking for personal
legitimacy in the musty records of archaic
temples in foreign countries.
Show us just what you have done tangibly to
formally address the predation of Eido Shirnano
in THIS country, over the past 46 years .. . Show
us results Roko, don't try to shovel over
"Samoan circles" as tangible results... such
efforts are but theatrics generated by corrupt,
incestuous pseudo-organizations designed to
maintain the status quo.
Jeff Shore outlined the sanest, most
compassionate solution to the Shirnanodilernrna floated so far. Close down the
organization, put it into receivership for the
benefit of all those who were injured. Take off
your robes, renounce your titles, publicly
apologize for everything and quietly go horne.
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